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Car Care: Types of Automotive Fluids 
The five most important fluids your vehicle needs

In order to keep your vehicle running in top condition for as long as possible, you’ll need to make sure
that you are properly monitoring and maintaining five essential fluids. These fluids are imperative for
keeping your vehicle on the road and keeping you safe, whether it’s by combating engine wear or by
ensuring that you can stop when necessary.

Engine oil

Engine oil is arguably the most
well-known of the key automotive
fluids. Its job is to lubricate your
engine so that all of its moving
parts work together harmoniously
and without generating too much
friction. Engine oil also traps dirt
and keeps your engine cool,
leading some to call it the lifeblood
of a vehicle. For as much as your
engine oil levels are important,
condition is also an important factor
to consider: Motor oil that has
accumulated too much dirt
becomes ineffective at lubricating
and can lead to substantial engine
damage.

Coolant

Coolant or antifreeze gets into your
engine through the radiator. This colorful liquid — typically a bright green or orange color — helps
regulate engine temperature in extreme conditions, preventing overheating in the summer and
freezing in the winter. Coolant typically requires dilution with water for best effect, usually at a 50:50
ratio. Make sure that your vehicle has had the chance to cool down before checking your coolant
levels, as it can spray out of the radiator if it is still hot.

Power steering fluid

Modern vehicles handle much more smoothly than classic cars thanks to the advent of power
steering. Because these are hydraulic power steering systems, they require power steering fluid to
ensure proper functionality and to prevent damage or wear. Power steering fluid doesn’t require as
much maintenance as other key fluids, but it is nonetheless important to check periodically to make
sure that you have enough. Some modern vehicles use electric power steering and thus do not
require fluid.

Brake fluid

Brake fluid typically only needs to be replaced every 4-5 years, but it is no less essential for operating
your vehicle safely. Like some power steering systems, your brakes are hydraulic and thus require
pressurized fluids to do their job. Unchanged brake fluid can lead to rusted brake lines, which can
lead to more significant and costly problems. If your fluid is not translucent, you will want to have it
replaced as soon as possible to ensure safe stops.



replaced as soon as possible to ensure safe stops.

Transmission fluid

Transmission replacement is a costly repair, so before you start preparing for the worst when you
begin to notice issues while shifting, make certain that you have the proper amount of transmission
fluid. Like motor oil for an engine, transmission fluid lubricates the many moving parts in a gearbox to
prevent friction and promote longevity. The location of your transmission fluid dipstick will depend on
your drivetrain, and the kind of fluid will depend on the type of transmission your vehicle has. In most
cases, you won’t have to worry about changing your transmission fluid for around 100,000 miles.

These fluids are necessary both for day-to-day driving and with an eye for your vehicle’s long-term
durability. If you are not sure what your vehicle requires with respect to these and other fluids, check
your owner’s manual and consult a trusted mechanic.
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2018 Jeep® Compass Interior
Step inside the comfy, modern 2018 Jeep® Compass

The 2018 Jeep® Compass is one of the most recently redesigned vehicles in the Jeep® lineup, taking
the place of both the previous-generation Compass and the outgoing Patriot model. And while it is
new, the Compass has already established itself as a fan favorite thanks to not only its winning style
and Jeep®-worthy performance, but because of its spacious and comfortable interior.

Comfort

The 2018 Jeep® Compass offers a
sense of premium craftsmanship
that’s geared toward providing you
and your passengers with a sense
of comfort. Nowhere is this more
evident than in the Compass
Limited, which is available with
your choice of black
leather-trimmed seats with cattle
tan accent stitching or two-tone
black and ski gray leather-trimmed
seats with ruby red accent
stitching. Not only do these seats
look sumptuous, but they’re
incredible comfortable; the front
seats feature eight-way power
adjustability and heating for optimal
relaxation.

Technology

The 2018 Jeep® Compass’ interior centerpiece is its Uconnect® infotainment system. The Compass
Sport, Latitude and Altitude offer Uconnect® 3 with a 5-inch touch-screen display as standard
equipment, enabling Hands-Free Calling, Voice Command and Voice Text Reply as well as
Bluetooth® streaming audio. The Uconnect® 4 system with a 7-inch touch-screen display is an
available upgrade that adds Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ compatibility as well as Voice
Recognition. The line-topping Compass Limited and Trailhawk® feature Uconnect® 4 with an 8.4-inch
display and can be upgraded to Uconnect® 4C NAV system, the latter of which adds SiriusXM®
Satellite Radio, SiriusXM Travel Link®, Siri® and HD Radio™.

Driver assistance

The 2018 Jeep® Compass provides drivers with a greater sense of peace of mind thanks to a number
of available driver-assistance safety technologies. Among these technologies is LaneSense® Lane
Departure Warning with Lane Keep Assist, which alerts you if you have begun to drift out of your lane
and can gently guide you back to the center if you don’t respond accordingly. Blind Spot Monitoring
and Cross-Path Detection systems alert you to hazards approaching in the Compass’ blind spots
when driving on the highway or backing out of a crowded parking lot, and Forward Collision Warning
with Active Braking helps you come to a stop if a collision with a vehicle or obstacle in front of you
seems imminent.

The 2018 Jeep® Compass provides a plush, feature-laden interior that provides confidence and



comfort no matter the situation. Whether driving long stretches on the highway or taking to the road
less traveled for adventure, the new Compass puts your needs first.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Wrangler Safety
Head off on the trails with less stress, courtesy of these signature
Jeep® safety systems

The Jeep® Wrangler is a vehicle that is designed to be taken off-roading. As fun as hitting the trails
can be, it can also be more than a little dangerous if you don’t have the right equipment and safety
tech on your side. So, when Jeep ® was designing the latest generation of Wrangler models, the
automaker aimed to add as much safety tech to the vehicle as it could. As a result, the 2018 Jeep®
Wrangler is the safest version of the Wrangler ever assembled.

Safety systems for off-roading

Traveling off the beaten path can
often land drivers in rather rough
terrain. When you encounter these
areas, it’s best to have a vehicle
that can conquer nearly any
off-road obstacle. The safety
systems of the 2018 Wrangler help
this legendary Jeep® icon
accomplish just that. Traction
Control provides the Wrangler with
better grip in less-than-ideal
conditions. Meanwhile, Hill Start
Assist helps the Jeep® Wrangler
keep on climbing when it
encounters steep inclines. With
these technologies at your
disposal, you can keep off-roading
uninterrupted.

An extra set of eyes

Whether on the road or off on the trails, it’s important for drivers to be aware of their surroundings.
Unfortunately, one area where drivers often cannot detect an object is their vehicle’s blind spot. The
2018 Jeep® Wrangler gets around this issue with its available Blind Spot Monitoring system. Using
sensors, the Blind Spot Monitoring system can alert you whenever an object enters the Wrangler’s
blind spot. The Jeep® Wrangler can also come equipped with the Rear Cross Path Detection system.
Alerting you of any objects behind the Wrangler, this system is ideal when having to back up your
tough utility model.

Parking made easy

An accident doesn’t always occur on the highway at high speeds. In fact, many of the most common
automotive incidents occur in parking lots. Fortunately, the 2018 Jeep® Wrangler comes equipped
with technologies to keep you safe in such a scenario. The ParkView® Rear Back Up Camera
provides you with a clear look at any objects that are behind the Jeep® Wrangler. That technology
can be paired with the ParkSense® Rear Park Assist System, which alerts you to any potential
hazards preventing you from parallel parking or backing into a designated parking space. With these
two technologies at your disposal, struggling with parking will be a thing of the past.

The latest safety technologies of the 2018 Jeep® Wrangler reduce the risk of an on-road or off-road



accident, letting you get back to enjoying a stress-free drive in your Jeep®.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Chrysler 300 Safety
Modern technology makes the Chrysler 300 a safe bet

The 2018 Chrysler 300 is a confident and powerful sedan that exudes prestige and delivers
exhilarating performance. It also provides a profound sense of confidence for driver and passenger
alike — not just because of its striking presence or its impressive ride, but because of its focus on
safety. Available with some of the most cutting-edge technologies in the auto industry, the new
Chrysler 300 delivers peace of mind on the road.

An extra set of eyes

While you make every effort to
keep your eyes on the road at all
times, distractions can happen and
human reaction times may not
always be enough to avoid a
collision. To help you, the 2018
Chrysler 300 is available with
several modern driver-assistive
technologies that act as an extra
set of eyes on the road ahead and
in the places where it may be
harder to see.

Available Full-Speed Forward
Collision Warning with Active
Braking keeps an eye on the
vehicle in front of you. If it senses
that you are getting too close, it will
warn you to apply the brakes. If
you don’t, the system will apply the
brakes for you in order to mitigate
or avoid a collision. To further prevent getting too close to the vehicle ahead, the Chrysler 300 offers
Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop, which bases your speed on the preceding vehicle to ensure a safe
following distance and can bring you to a full stop if necessary.

Safer blind spots

Even the most experienced driver may not be able to detect a vehicle lingering in their blind spot. If
you want more confidence in this respect, the 2018 Chrysler 300 is available with a Blind Spot
Monitoring system. Blind Spot Monitoring will provide a visual and audible warning if a vehicle is in
your blind spot so that you don’t change lanes at an inopportune time.

With respect to changing lanes, available LaneSense® Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep
Assist helps you better maintain a space between the lines. If the Chrysler 300 senses that you are
drifting between lanes, it will alert you to correct your path. If you don’t do so, Lane Keep Assist will
gently guide you back into your lane to better avoid collisions.

No problem when parking

Parking lots can be great sources of stress, which is why the 2018 Chrysler 300 is available with
ParkSense® Front and Rear Park Assist and Rear Cross Path Detection. The former employs
ultrasonic sensors to notify you if there is an object in front of or behind the vehicle, helping you avoid



ultrasonic sensors to notify you if there is an object in front of or behind the vehicle, helping you avoid
ever having to bump into a concrete divider. When backing out in a crowded lot, Rear Cross Path
Detection looks left and right for you to make sure that you aren’t pulling out into the path of an
oncoming vehicle.

These safety advances are just a part of what makes the 2018 Chrysler 300 such a comprehensively
impressive sedan. Not short on style or substance and offering much in the way of intelligence, the
well-balanced 2018 Chrysler 300 is an ideal choice whether you’re a young professional looking to
make a splash or a parent in need of peace of mind.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Chrysler Pacifica Interior
2018 Chrysler Pacifica’s cabin is both comfortable and innovative

The interior of the 2018 Chrysler Pacifica offers everything a minivan should: plenty of space for
passengers and cargo, plenty of flexible ways to use that space and plenty of ways to keep every
occupant comfortable and entertained.

Seating configurations and cargo space

The 2018 Chrysler Pacifica’s
interior is a highly versatile space. If
hauling passengers is your priority,
the Pacifica can hold up to eight
people. If you need to carry cargo,
too, the Pacifica’s flexible seating
makes that an easy task. When all
the seats are in place, the Pacifica
can carry up to 32.3 cubic feet of
cargo. When the standard 60/40
third-row bench seat is folded flat
into the floor, cargo space
increases to 87.5 cubic feet. The
second row features Easy Tilt
Seating, which allows you to
quickly access the third row with a
quick press of a button.

On LX and above trims, the
Pacifica offers Stow ‘n Go®
second- and third-row seating —
just push a button and the seats fold flat into the floor. This will give you up to 140.5 cubic feet for
stashing cargo. When the second-row Stow ‘n Go® seats aren’t folded down, you can take advantage
of two in-floor storage bins instead. Overall, Stow ‘n Go® gives you up 243 possible seating, storage
and cargo configurations.

Interior amenities

You can travel in both comfort and style thanks to all the amenities that come with the 2018 Chrysler
Pacifica. All trims feature standard Active Noise Cancellation for a quiet, relaxing ride. On LX and
above trims, the driver’s seat features standard eight-way power adjustability and four-way lumbar
adjustability. On Touring L and above trims, the Pacifica’s comfortable cloth seats offer heating and
an upgrade to leather.

 If you opt for the Touring L Plus or Limited trims, you can also enjoy Hands-Free Sliding Doors and a
Hands-Free liftgate, features that make it a breeze to enter, exit or load the Pacifica. The Limited trim
also offers a Stow ‘n Vac™ Integrated Vacuum powered by RIDGID® — perfect for cleaning up
messes on the go.

Infotainment system

In the 2018 Chrysler Pacifica, any trip you take will be accompanied by outstanding infotainment
options. The Pacifica’s standard Uconnect® 4 system features a 7-inch touch screen, Bluetooth®
Hands-Free Calling and Integrated Voice Command, USB and auxiliary inputs, and smartphone



Hands-Free Calling and Integrated Voice Command, USB and auxiliary inputs, and smartphone
integration thanks to Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™.

The Pacifica’s ultimate infotainment system can be found on the Touring L Plus and Limited Trims.
Uconnect® Theater features a Blu-ray/DVD player with wireless headphones, wireless streaming
ability, a power outlet and more. With this system, second- and third-row passengers can watch
movies, hook up gaming equipment and easily charge their devices — meaning you’ll be able to enjoy
some peace and quiet in the driver’s seat.

Whether you’re driving to the grocery store or trekking across the country, the 2018 Chrysler Pacifica
provides exceptional comfort and versatility. From its innovative seating system to its many
infotainment features, the Pacifica is a dependable companion for any journey.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Dodge Challenger Performance
More horsepower than any other sports car

Few vehicles put performance front and center as much as the 2018 Dodge Challenger does with its
all-muscle design and ferocious exhaust note. And whether you go for the sub-$30,000 entry model or
the expensive SRT® Demon, the one thing you can expect is a smile on your face every time you
step on the throttle.

Engines and power

The 2018 Dodge Challenger
carries with four different engines
across fifteen different models,
some in various states of tune. The
base model starts with a 3.6-liter
Pentastar® V6 rated at 305
horsepower and 268 lb-ft of torque,
the only Challenger engine with
fewer than eight cylinders. Also
offered is a 5.7-liter V8 HEMI®
rated at up to 375 horsepower and
410 lb-ft of torque and a 6.4-liter V8
SRT® HEMI® rated at 485
horsepower and 475 lb-ft of torque.
The most powerful is the 6.2-liter
supercharged HEMI® V8 SRT®
engine, which is found in both the
SRT® Hellcat and the SRT®
Demon, producing 707 horsepower
in the former and up to a whopping
840 horsepower in the latter, more than any other road-legal sports car.

Transmission and acceleration

With so much power to contend with, applying it to the road can be tricky. Every 2018 Dodge
Challenger but the Demon comes with an available six-speed manual TREMEC transmission for
those seeking total control, though the alternative — a TorqueFlite® eight-speed automatic —
provides even better performance. Everyone already knows about the Demon’s record-breaking
2.3-second zero-to-60 mph acceleration and its sub-10 second quarter-mile, but its more affordable
brethren aren’t exactly slow either. Even the base V6-powered SXT has plenty of push, with a
zero-to-60 mph time of about six seconds and a quarter-mile time of under 15 seconds.

Suspension and agility

A common misconception likely borne out of the Challenger’s sheer drag racing capability is that if it is
so good in a straight line, it must thus be compromised in the corners. But the 2018 Dodge
Challenger is exceptional in that area as well, thanks to Bilstein® high-performance suspension and
various driving modes that allow you to tune the suspension on the fly to suit the conditions.
Meanwhile, Brembo® brakes provide excellent stopping power, ensuring you can brake as late as
possible before hitting that apex at speeds that would make most cars topple over.

With its unmistakable exhaust, daring design and unbridled performance, the 2018 Dodge Challenger



is the epitome of American muscle.
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Pumpkin Bars

Pumpkin Bars

 

Ingredients:

4 eggs

2/3 cup sugar

1 cup oil

2 cups flour

2 tsp. cinnamon

2 tsp. baking powder

1 tsp. baking soda

16 oz. can pumpkin

1 tsp. ginger

1 tsp. cloves

1 tsp. salt

1 package cream cheese

2 cups powdered sugar

1/2 cup butter

1 tsp. vanilla

Directions:



Beat together eggs, sugar, oil and pumpkin.  Combine dry ingredients and add to pumpkin mix.  Pour
into 15 x 10 jelly roll pan.  Bake at 350 degrees for about 25 minutes.  Frost with cream cheese
frosting when cool.

Frosting:

Beat together the cream cheese, powdered sugar, 1/2 cup butter and vanilla.
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3 Productive Ways to Kill Time at the Airport
Ideas for making the most of your layover or delay 

They say that life is a journey, not a destination, but that can be hard to keep in mind when you’ve just
deboarded your flight and are staring down an hours’ long layover. Whether you want to stay sharp
for your arrival home or be alert for a full first day of vacation, keeping productive while your trip is on
pause is a surefire way to ensure
that your trip doesn’t wear you
down any more than it has to. 

Catch up on a good book

Depending on the length of your
flight, you may have brought a
book or two to read while you are
in transit. If you’re having a hard
time putting down that best-seller,
layovers and delays provide a
great opportunity to stay immersed
in whatever time or place you are
exploring in your imagination. If
you’re not well-equipped in terms
of reading material, most airports
offer multiple bookstores stocked
with the latest magazines,
newspapers and periodicals as well
as popular books spanning a wide
range of genres.

If you’d rather not lug around a paperback or hardcover, your smartphone or other devices give you
the ability to read without adding onto your cargo. You can download the Amazon Kindle app for free
and use it to download and read as many e-books as you wish. If you want to brush up on some
classic literature, several must-read books are available for free or as little as 99 cents. Just be sure to
give your eyes a break after long periods of reading so as to avoid any unwanted headaches.

Get outside

Even massive airports with the most modern amenities can feel oppressive if you’ve just spent hours
on an airplane. If you have a long enough layover or delay on the horizon, don’t feel compelled to wait
it out at the airport if you don’t have to. Travel and Leisure notes that major transportation hubs like
Incheon International Airport in South Korea and Narita International Airport in Japan provide compact
city tours to keep you occupied while you wait. Whatever you decide to do, you’ll want to keep in mind
that leaving the airport means having to pass through security again, which will cut into the amount of
time you have to see the sights.

Work out

If you’re feeling at a loss for energy after a long flight but want to get your second wind back, you can
see if your airport has its own gym or fitness center or if there is one within driving distance.
According to Airport Gyms, which compiles an up-to-date list of gyms and fitness centers in or near
airports, major airports like Dallas-Fort Worth International, Los Angeles International and O’Hare
International have places to exercise within the terminal. Roam Fitness, currently operating out of



Baltimore-Washington International Airport, offers a full-scale gym experience for guests. It includes
professional cardio equipment and weights, private showers and complimentary workout gear. Roam
Fitness anticipates expansion into as many as 20 airports by 2023.

Reading, exploring and working out are just some of the ways you can be productive during your wait.
You can visit restaurants or bars for something to eat and drink, strike up a friendly conversation with
a perfect stranger or grab some rest. However you choose to spend your layover, make sure that it
doesn’t put a damper on your plans by making the most of it.
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Charleston on a Budget
Affordably experience Carolinian charm on a budget-friendly
Charleston vacation

Few cities embody Southern charm in a setting as picturesque as Charleston. This harbor town draws
many people to South Carolina to bask in its temperate seasons and sunny disposition. Filled with
many natural and architectural wonders that have survived decades of coastal wear, Charleston is a
bucket list destination for many travelers. Here are some tips for how you can visit on a limited budget.

Where to visit in Charleston

There are enough free things to do
in the Charleston metro area to
keep you occupied for an entire
weekend. The most popular way to
see Charleston while saving
money is to walk along the
southern peninsula to see its iconic
spots, including the Rainbow Row
of houses, the 220-year-old city
market, the many old churches and
mansions and nearby seaside
parks, like The Battery and the
Waterfront Park (known for its
pineapple fountains). 

Other places around town
recommended by Southern Living
where you don’t need to spend money to take pictures include the Angel Oak, the oldest tree this side
of the Mississippi River; the American Theater, where scenes from “The Notebook” were filmed; the
Charleston Tea Plantation, which offers a free factory tour or paid trolley tour; and the picturesque
beaches in the region, like Folly Beach and Sullivan’s Island. 

The Traveler of Charleston online visitor magazine recommends adding the Mace Brown Museum of
Natural History at the College of Charleston, Colonial Dorchester State Historic Site, Fort Moultrie and
Charles Pinckney National Historic Site if you have the time. Admission prices are quite low — under
$5 per person — and you can easily spend multiple hours at each site.    

Where to eat in Charleston

One of the biggest draws of vacationing in Charleston, apart from its unique coastal setting and
laid-back charm, is, of course, its cuisine. The town boasts a signature selection of dishes that merge
Southern comfort food with fresh seafood catches. Case in point: shrimp and grits. 

While you absolutely must try Charleston cooking while you’re there, you don’t necessarily need to
limit yourself to the most famous restaurants in downtown Charleston. A short drive north or west of
town will put you in the vicinity of casual family restaurants that specialize in affordable dining more
than reputation or ambiance. Locals and contributors to Eater.com recommend the affordable plates
at Hannibal’s Soul Kitchen, the red rice and fried pork chops at Betha’s Kitchen, the no-frills seafood at
Dave’s Carry Out and the chicken and waffles at the Early Bird Diner.



Where to stay in Charleston

Downtown Charleston and the surrounding bay-adjacent accommodations make for great pictures on
your social media feed, but they aren’t kind to your wallet. Bypass the boutique hotels and historic
mansions in favor of affordable chain brands outside of town. You’ll find multiple hotels along the
Savannah Highway that, according to Hotels.com, boast positive reviews and offer rooms at or under
$100 a night. Luckily, Charleston is easy to navigate, and parking downtown is much more affordable
than paying to stay there.

Visiting Charleston isn’t as costly as you expect. With some budget-conscious planning and frugal
choices, you can explore one of the oldest and most charming cities in South Carolina.
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DIY Thanksgiving Decorations
DIY projects to make your Thanksgiving celebration more festive

Thanksgiving Day is all about family, friends, food and gratitude. It’s a chance to embrace the spirit of
togetherness and appreciate all that you have, and it is also the perfect opportunity to show off your
creativity. With artistic decorations and festive decor that you can craft yourself, you can decorate
your home for Thanksgiving in a way that will make your family gathering feel all the more
memorable. 

Centerpieces

The bounty of the harvest is all you
need to create a stunning
centerpiece for your Thanksgiving
Day table. Gather colorful leaves,
dried branches or greenery to
display in your favorite vase or use
several containers of different
shapes and sizes to line the length
of your table. Just make sure the
foliage isn’t so tall that it blocks the
view of guests sitting across from
one another — you’ll want to
encourage an open table that
inspires conversation.

Nothing says fall more than
pumpkins, and their versatile size
makes them a great table set piece. Line your table with small natural orange and painted white
pumpkins or choose one larger pumpkin to sit at the center. Surround the large pumpkin with fall
leaves, acorns or candles for a show-stopping and easy DIY centerpiece. If you have several smaller
pumpkins, Good Housekeeping suggests laying them along a faux ivy garland for a harmonious look.

To get everyone involved in the spirit of Thanksgiving, place a decorative bowl, basket or vase in the
center of the table. Provide your guests with slips of paper they can use to write down what they’re
thankful for this year. Ask them to put their notes into the container and throughout dinner, have
guests take turns pulling out a note and reading it aloud to the whole group.

Kids’ crafts

DIY decorations are often more beautiful and meaningful because of their unique imperfections. There
may be no art more imperfect yet profound than that of a child, which makes getting your kids involved
in decorating for Thanksgiving a rewarding opportunity. Print out paper leaves and supply your
younger guests with markers, stickers and crayons for decorating. Encourage them to adorn the
leaves with vibrant color, messages of thanks or even just their names. Once they finish their
masterpieces, sprinkle them along the table so all your guests can appreciate their handiwork. You
can also instruct the kids on how to trace their hands and turn their handprints into turkeys, which can
join the leaves on your festive fall table.

Outdoor decor

You’ll want your guests to feel welcome even before you open the door. The best and simplest way to
do this is to adorn your front door with a fall-inspired wreath or a message board that boasts a



do this is to adorn your front door with a fall-inspired wreath or a message board that boasts a
message of thanks. For an eye-catching display, Midwest Living suggests adding pinecones, berries,
roses or hydrangeas and ribbon to a store-bought or handmade evergreen wreath.

Country Living suggests transforming an old tray by painting the inside with a coat of chalkboard
paint. On the chalkboard paint, you can write a welcoming message directly to your guests. Add a few
fall leaves or branches to surround the hanging tray to create a beautiful welcome display.

These DIY Thanksgiving decorations will add to the abundant joy and gratitude of your celebration.
Personalize your home for your friends and family and ensure that your turn as host of Thanksgiving
dinner goes off without a hitch.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Dodge Grand Caravan Safety
2018 Dodge Grand Caravan safety features designed to safeguard
the entire family

When you shop for a minivan for your family, safety is doubtless one of your top priorities. The 2018
Dodge Grand Caravan takes the importance of security very much into consideration, delivering an
intelligent and capable people-hauler that offers much-needed peace of mind no matter how many
seats you have filled.

Features that make driving easier

A minivan can be tricky to
maneuver, especially when you
have it in reverse. The 2018 Dodge
Grand Caravan takes the stress
out of backing up with its standard
ParkView® Rear Back Up Camera,
which not only shows what’s
behind you but also offers
on-screen gridlines for additional
guidance. This makes parallel
parking in your Grand Caravan
unbelievably easy, something
you’re sure to appreciate if you find
yourself running late for a recital or
game.

Switching your focus from the road
to whatever is occurring in the
backseat is a common parenting
technique, but it’s not a particularly
safe driving practice. An
observation mirror mounted just over the windscreen allows you to keep your head pointed forward
and check on the kids in the backseat more easily. This will enable you to correct your children’s
naughty behavior without even needing to look directly at them — before you know it, they might even
start thinking that you have eyes in the back of your head.

Peace of mind when you need it most

In the event that you are involved in a collision, it’s imperative that your vehicle does everything in its
power to protect you and your most precious cargo. The 2018 Dodge Grand Caravan does just that
with a high-strength steel frame that offers exceptional impact absorption and specially designed front
and rear crumple zones that reduce your risk of injury. Helping protect you in a worst-case scenario
are active front seat head restraints, which reduce whiplash and injuries to the neck or head, as well
as seven advanced airbags.

The 2018 Dodge Grand Caravan is a stylish family vehicle not short on comfort or convenience.
Because your safety and your children’s safety come first, it’s also loaded up with useful safety
features and functions that will keep you feeling confident whenever you head out for an afternoon of
family fun.
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Books to Get You into the Holiday Season
Page-turners sure to get you into the holiday spirit

Whether you are trying to fight it or are eager to embrace it, the holiday season is fast approaching.
To get you in the mood for goodwill, cheer and general merriment, you can grab one of many classic
holiday books covering everything from Christmas to Kwanzaa. These stories will keep you
entertained, inspire you to see the good in others and help get you in the mood for your seasonal
celebration.

“A Christmas Carol” by Charles
Dickens

If you really want to get into the
spirit of Christmas, it doesn’t get
more classic than Charles Dickens’
“A Christmas Carol.” The story of
miserly Ebenezer Scrooge
changing his ways thanks to visits
from the spirits of Christmas Past,
Christmas Present and Christmas
Yet to Come has endured as a
holiday staple for more than a
century and a half. By introducing
the story to your children, you can
ensure that it continues to extoll the
virtues of being a kinder person for
generations more.

“How the Grinch Stole Christmas!” by Dr. Seuss

A seasonal standard, Theodore “Dr. Seuss” Geisel’s “How the Grinch Stole Christmas!” is a book
enjoyed every year by both children and adults. The illustrated book tells the tale of the Grinch, a
selfish, lonely character who is determined to ruin Christmas for the residents of Whoville. The Grinch
hatches a plan to steal everything that represents the holiday — decorations, presents and even
families’ feasts — so that there will be no celebrations on Christmas morning. Like “A Christmas
Carol,” the story of a grouch turned good reminds us all of the true spirit behind the holiday.

“Hanukkah Haiku” by Harriet Ziefert

Each of the eight nights of Hanukkah is celebrated with a special haiku in Harriet Ziefert’s “Hanukkah
Haiku.” The beautiful illustrations by Karla Gudeon complement the inspired words of Ziefert, rendered
wonderfully in the traditional Japanese poetic form. Each poem highlights the traditions, symbols and
joy of Hanukkah simply and elegantly, making it the perfect book for children just learning about the
holiday.

“Seven Spools of Thread: A Kwanzaa Story” by Angela Shelf Medearis and Daniel Minter

Outlining the seven principles of Kwanzaa through captivating pictures and thoughtful words, “Seven
Spools of Thread: A Kwanzaa Story,” by Angela Shelf Medearis and illustrator Daniel Minter, tells the
story of seven brothers attempting to fulfill their father’s last wish: to spin seven spools of thread into
gold. Celebrating the importance of family and working together, this story’s message is inspiring for
readers of any age.



“The Shortest Day: Celebrating the Winter Solstice” by Wendy Pfeffer

The shift from autumn to winter gets most people into the mindset of the holiday season, and Wendy
Pfeffer’s “The Shortest Day: Celebrating the Winter Solstice” looks at the science behind the change
in seasons. It also promotes greater understanding of different cultural celebrations, and it offers up
family-friendly activities to share after you’ve completed reading.

The holidays can be a stressful time no matter what or how you celebrate. To remind yourself of the
purpose of the season and to get your kids in on the spirit, consider kicking off your festivities with
these books.
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Healthy Thanksgiving Side Dishes and Desserts
These Thanksgiving dishes feature less fat, less sugar and more
flavor 

Buttery mashed potatoes, rich gravy, carb-filled casseroles and sugary pie — Thanksgiving isn’t an
easy day for healthy eating. That’s not to say it’s impossible. With a bit of creativity and research, you
can make the big celebration a much more nutritious one. Here’s a look at some simple ways to add
healthier sides and desserts to your
Thanksgiving menu.

Hearty roasted vegetables

For a Thanksgiving side dish that
will disappear almost as fast as the
turkey and mashed potatoes, serve
some roasted vegetables. Cut them
up, coat them evenly in a bit of
olive oil, season them and stick
them in a hot oven. When they
come out all brown and crisp on
the outside and deeply flavorful on
the inside, even your
veggie-skeptical guests will take
notice. Roasting works well with
almost any vegetable, from carrots
and Brussels sprouts to sweet
potatoes and squash.

Food writer Emma Christensen of Kitchn offers three tips for successful roasted veggies. First, if
you’re roasting multiple types of veggies in the same pan, make sure they pair well. Mixing soft
vegetables and hard vegetables will result in a dish that’s both burnt and undercooked. Second, make
sure to cut each batch of vegetables into similar sizes so they’ll all finish roasting around the same
time. Finally, don’t crowd your roasting pan too much, or the veggies will steam rather than roast.

Sweet potatoes — minus the sugar

Candied sweet potatoes are a holiday classic, but they’re also loaded with butter and sugar.
Fortunately, plenty of healthier ways exist to cook sweet potatoes. First of all, sweet potatoes are a
prime candidate for roasting. Serve them whole or sliced — or you can even cut them up and toss into
a salad. Mashed sweet potatoes are delicious, too. Make a savory version with salt, herbs and olive
oil, or opt for a sweeter version by spiking with pure maple syrup. Another healthy way to prepare
sweet potatoes is to slice them, layer them with apples and spices and bake them. This recipe often
features a bit of butter and brown sugar, but you can easily keep those ingredients to a minimum or
eliminate them altogether.

Pumpkin pie that’s good for you

Along with turkey, few dishes are more central to Thanksgiving than pumpkin pie. Traditional pumpkin
pie recipes are often full of saturated fat, sugar and carbs, but it’s easy to cut back on these elements
to make a healthier pie. Depending on your dietary requirements, there are numerous creative ways
to do this. Some recipes focus on the crust, cutting the amount of butter used, substituting
whole-wheat flour or even going crustless. Other recipes focus on the filling, using low-fat milk and



yogurt, substituting pumpkin puree and replacing or reducing sugar. However you decide to make your
pie, don’t forget to go easy on the whipped topping, too!

Equipped with these ideas, you’ll be well on your way to serving a Thanksgiving meal that offers
healthier options and can still please a crowd.
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5 Indoor Entertainment Venues in Southern
California
Enjoy skating, skydiving and more at these five spots

In Southern California’s gorgeous climate, outdoor recreation enjoys an obvious advantage.
Sometimes, though, you need to go inside and escape rainy weather or hot temperatures. Here are
five of the region’s best indoor entertainment venues for those days when the weather just won’t
cooperate. 

Project Play LA

At Project Play LA in Glendale, you
and your family will have a blast
playing safe but highly intense
games inside a spectacular
1,500-square-foot laser tag arena.
Project Play’s state-of-the-art laser
tag technology isn’t the only draw,
though. The facility also features a
large play area with pingpong,
pool, air hockey, Skee-Ball, mini
basketball and children’s play
equipment. In addition to all the fun
and games, Project Play offers
multiple party packages and serves
a full menu of sandwiches, salads
and pizza, making it an ideal
destination for a day of family fun.

Rockreation Los Angeles

Whether you’re an experienced rock climber or completely new to the pastime, you’ll find plenty to do
at Rockreation Los Angeles. This indoor climbing gym offers 10,000 square feet of climbing walls with
routes for top roping, bouldering and lead climbing. There’s also a large fitness area with weights,
cardio machines and special climbing exercise equipment. Climbers can stop by any time without an
appointment, and Rockreation also offers numerous classes and climbing groups for beginners and
veteran climbers alike. Rockreation’s popular Fight Gravity classes offer a thorough initiation into the
basics of climbing while regular Climb Time sessions provide an introduction to climbing with
experienced instructors and special equipment included.

iFly Oceanside

At iFly Oceanside, you can experience the exhilaration of skydiving in a completely safe indoor
environment. Here, special wind-tunnel enabled technology allows you to simulate what it feels like to
jump out of a plane and freefall through the air. An iFly session begins with training from a certified
bodyflight instructor. After that you’ll suit up, enter a special flight chamber and use the flying
techniques you learned during training. The more flights you take, the more special moves and tricks
you’ll be able to master.

Miramar Speed Circuit

Are you feeling the need for speed? Drop in any time at San Diego’s Miramar Speed Circuit. No



reservations are required at this indoor go-kart racing facility — just make sure you meet the height
requirements and are wearing closed-toed shoes. Miramar’s SODI go-karts are capable of reaching
40 mph, and they’re equipped with technology to help you time your laps. If laser tag is more your
speed, Miramar also offers a 5,000-square-foot arena studded with sirens, flashing colors and
high-tech lighting to get your adrenaline pumping.

San Diego Ice Arena

No matter your age or skill level, you’ll find a skating session to suit you at the San Diego Ice Arena.
This facility offers special themed public skating times for families, teens and adults, along with regular
morning and afternoon sessions for everyone. The San Diego Ice Arena also offers skating classes
taught by experts, youth and adult hockey leagues and skating-themed birthday party planning.

Even when conditions aren’t right for outdoor adventures in Southern California, these five venues will
provide you with plenty of indoor excitement.
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